Set Alert I for One Alert per Day

Lifesavingpillbox.com / Questions: (480) 648-4977

Setting Alert I

(Default to starting point after three seconds)

Press \(\text{SET} \quad \& \quad \text{down at the same time and release.}

The HOUR will flash, using the \(\text{scroll to the chosen HOUR}

(Alert I Hour is Set)

Press The MINUTE will flash, using the \(\text{scroll to the chosen MINUTE}

(Alert I Minute is Set)

Press The A/P will flash, using the \(\text{scroll to AM or PM}

(Alert I A/P is Set)

Continue & Turn Off Alert II

Press \(\text{SET} \quad \& \quad \text{down at the same time and release.}

The HOUR will flash, using the \(\text{scroll to OFF \ldots release}

(Alert II is turned Off)

Keep Out Of Reach Of Children

The MED-Q is intended to serve as a back-up reminder system to help remind you to take your pills. It is not intended to be the sole source for you to remember to take your pills. The MED-Q requires you to properly set and activate it. It is Battery powered and when the battery runs out it will cease to function. Like any electronic device, it can cease to function for a variety of reasons, including but not Limited to exposure to moisture or to excessive hot or cold temperatures. You agree that the limit of liability to you arising from any claim involving the use or malfunction of a MED-Q shall be the purchase price that you paid for the MED-Q. By activating the MED-Q you agree to these terms and conditions. If these Terms and conditions are not agreeable to you; you may return the MED-Q and your original Receipt and receive a full refund of our purchase price

Patent Pending Design
(Defaults to starting point after three seconds)

**SETTING TIME & DAY**

Hold [SET] down and press [ ▶️ ] 3 Times and release.

The **HOUR** will flash, using the [ ▶️ ] scroll to the chosen **HOUR**

( Hour is Set )

Press [SET] The **MINUTE** will flash, using the Chosen **MINUTE** …release

( Minute is Set )

Press [SET] The **A or P** will flash, using the scroll to **A or P**

( AM/PM is Set )

Press [SET] The **SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT** will flash using the scroll to the chosen **DAY**…release

( DAY is Set )
Set Alert I & II for Two Alerts per Day

Lifesavingpillbox.com / Questions: (480) 648-4977

Default to starting point after three seconds

Setting Alert I

Hold & down at the same time and release:

The HOUR will flash, using the scroll to the chosen HOUR
(Alert I Hour is Set)

Press The MINUTE will flash, using the scroll to the chosen MINUTE
(Alert I Minute is Set)

Press The A/P will flash, using the scroll to AM or PM
(Alert I A/P is Set)

Continue for Setting Alert II

Hold & down at the same time and release:

The HOUR will flash, using the scroll to the chosen HOUR
(Alert II Hour is Set)

Press The MINUTE will flash, using the scroll to the chosen MINUTE
(Alert II Minute is Set)

Press The A/P will flash, using the scroll to A or P …release
(Alert II A/P is Set)
**Alarm will default in three seconds to original setting**

**Go To the Next Alert**

When your Alarm is Beeping/Flashing here’s what you do:

Press the **Next Alert** Button on the left side of the control panel.

The Alarm will stop beeping immediately and your Next Alert has been activated.

LED Light will continue to flash for an additional 10 seconds so you know which pills to take and then will stop flashing until your next alert.

*Repeat every time your alarms are sounding/flash*

---

**Remove or Replace Daily Boxes**

**REMOVE:**
Lift box from the back side and tilt up and then lift up to remove

**REPLACE:**
Angle front end of box into base unit and then push back side of box down into place.

---

**Once a Day**

*Front row is for week 1 and back row is for week 2*

**Twice A Day**

The row facing front is alarm “1”, for the first alert of the day.
The row facing back is alarm “2” and is for the second alert of the day.

**When Setting Times**

The LCD Digits will continue to flash/set in 3-5 seconds after completing or not pressing any buttons. If no buttons are pressed unit will go back to original default

**Alarm Sounds as Follows:**

**5 MINUTE CYCLE THAT REPEATS EVERY 25 MINUTES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MINUTES</th>
<th>VOLUME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 &amp; 4</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We recommend that you

Go To MEDQILLBOX.com

And View Complete video

Set-up and Programming directions.

This makes initial set up a “Snap”